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Clima
Climatte change: a v
very
ery short
introduction
by Mark Maslin

Discusses what climate change is and
why it is happening, and considers
some of the political, social, economic,
and scientific issues that characterize
the debate about global warming.

No one is ttoo
oo small tto
o mak
make
ea
diff
differenc
erence
e
by Greta Thunberg

The groundbreaking speeches of Greta
Thunberg, the young climate activist
who has become the voice of a
generation, including her historic
address to the United Nations.

The st
story
ory o
off more: how we
go
gott tto
o clima
climatte change and
where tto
o go from here
by Hope Jahren

Describes how the science behind key
inventions has helped us, but
ultimately hurt the earth, and offers
science-based tools for fighting back.

Our onl
only
y home: a clima
climatte
appeal tto
o the world
by Bstan-'dzin-rgya-mtsho

An appeal for environmental action
urges decision-makers to fight climate
change ignorance while encouraging
younger readers to assert their right to
a climate-friendly future.

How Can I S
Sttop Clima
Climatte
Change: Wha
Whatt IIs
s It and How
to Help
by Friends of the Earth

What is happening and why? What are
our options? What can you do?

How tto
o prepare ffor
or clima
climatte
change: a practical guide tto
o
surviving the chaos
by David Pogue

A practical and comprehensive guide to
surviving the greatest disaster of our
time.

The fragile earth: writing
from the New Y
York
orker
er on
clima
climatte change
by David Remnick

A wide-ranging anthology of The New
Yorker's groundbreaking reporting on
the front lines of climate change.

Drawdown: the most
comprehensiv
omprehensive
e plan e
ev
ver
proposed tto
o re
rev
verse global
warming
by Paul Hawken

Provides 100 solutions to remedy the
climate change crisis, ranging from
well-known to obscure, including wind energy, electric
vehicles, and microbial farming.

The new clima
climatte war : the
figh
fightt tto
o tak
take
e back the planet
by Michael E. Mann

Misleading environmental campaigns
by major consumers of fossil fuels have
primarily served to redirect
responsibility to individuals.
Recommendations for compelling
governments and businesses to take
action on a global level.

Clima
Climatte Change
A brigh
brightt future: how some
countries ha
hav
ve sol
solv
ved clima
climatte
change and the rest can
follow

The archipelago o
off hope:
wisdom and resilienc
resilience
e from
the edge o
off clima
climatte change
by Gleb Raĭgorodetskiĭ

How cleaner energy sources have quickly
and inexpensively replaced fossil fuels in
Sweden, France, South Korea and

The inextricable links between
indigenous cultures and their lands
shows the biological and cultural
diversity that underlie climate change
resilience.

The wa
watter will c
come:
ome: rising
seas, sinking cities, and the
remaking o
off the civilized world

Extreme cities: the peril and
promise o
off urban lif
life
e in the
age o
off clima
climatte change

Fact, science and on-the-ground
reporting provide an account of the
coming new age of great flooding due to
rapidly rising sea levels.

How climate change threatens most of
the world's major cities, what they are
doing about it.

by Joshua S. Goldstein

Ontario.

by Jeff Goodell

by Ashley Dawson

Under the Sk
Sky
yW
We
e Mak
Make:
e: How
to Be Human in a W
Warming
arming
World

The wea
weather
ther o
off the future:
hea
heatt wa
wav
ves, e
extreme
xtreme st
storms,
orms,
and o
other
ther sc
scenes
enes from a
clima
climatte-changed planet

by Kimberly Nicholas

A hopeful, clear-eyed, and somehow also
hilarious guide to effecting real change,
starting in our own lives.

The uninhabitable earth: lif
life
e
aft
fter
er warming
The profound ways global warming will
affect the Earth's ability to sustain
human life and civilization, from food
shortages to millions of environmental
refugees.

by Sarah Jaquette Ray

Why and how we need to let go of ecoguilt, resist burnout, and cultivate
resilience while advocating for climate
justice.

How tto
oa
av
void a clima
climatte
disast
disaster:
er: the solutions we ha
hav
ve
and the breakthroughs we
need
An accessible, concrete plan to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and avoid
certain environmental disaster.

A frightening look at what the planet
could look like in 2050 if carbon
emissions are not reduced.

A field guide tto
o clima
climatte
anxiety
anxiety:: how tto
ok
keep
eep y
your
our
cool on a warming planet

by David Wallace-Wells

by Bill Gates

by Heidi Cullen

American e
ex
xodus: clima
climatte
change and the c
coming
oming fligh
flightt
for surviv
survival
al
by Giles Slade

Argues that in the coming decades, as
climate changes and sea levels rise,
Americans will need to migrate out of
the hot, overcrowded cities and head
north as the southern latitudes
become less hospitable.
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